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Umbrella Case Concept    
Overview    
When a CONNECTIONS case number is established it will be the umbrella number for all stages – open 
and closed – within a CONNECTIONS case. This concept enables users to view –dependent on his or her 
“need to know”—all of the history on that particular family or household in one place. In some instances, 
multiple counties may have involvement with the case. CONNECTIONS accommodates cross county 
involvement by using the Umbrella Case number with open Stages in different counties.    
   
NOTE: Although linking and merging are similar, “linking” an FSI to a case is completed in real time within 
the FSI stage and “merging” a case is completed as a batch process overnight after the FSI has been stage 
progressed and is closed. (So the new case number will not appear until the next day.)    
   
To clarify these terms:    
• Linking an FSI to an active or closed case: This is the ability to link the current FSI to any previous case 
that enables the worker to view historical case information by utilizing the same case number, thus creating 
an umbrella case. (Please see the Step-By-Step guide, pages 2- 41-42 for detailed instructions.)    
• Merging Cases. This is a function performed in CONNECTIONS that must be initiated by a user who has 
the Merge/Split Business Function Profile. In effect, it merges one case into another and should be used 
when there are two completely different case numbers in the CONNECTIONS database and the Family 
Services Intake for the case is closed. Therefore, it is an after-the-fact decision, to be used when two cases 
were not originally linked in the FSI stage.   
   
Program Guidelines to use when linking an FSI to another case or merging two different cases:    
1. Is this the same family?    
2. There must be at least one person, age 18 or older in common.    
3. The primary caretaker should be the same in both cases.    
4. Does this support continuity of casework through access to all information relevant to the children and 
family including progress notes, assessments and service plans?    
5. Caution should be used when linking or merging cases with multiple person(s) in the respective cases that 
may not be family members.    
   

Rules for Linking an FSI:    
1. A Family Services Intake (FSI) should not be linked to a closed FSI (FSI was closed without 
progression to a Family Services Stage - FSS).    
2. An FSI cannot be linked to another open FSI    

 
   
   
3. An FSI cannot be linked to an already open FSS in the same district; the services should be provided 
under the current FSS. An FSI can be linked to an open FSS in another district.    
4. An FSI cannot be linked to an open or closed CPS/INT (Intake) stage that has not been staged progressed 
to the CPS INV (Investigation) stage.    
   

Rules for Merging Two Cases:    
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1. Cases should be merged chronologically. In other words, merge newer cases into older cases. There 

may be some exceptions to this rule in, for example, converted cases (If a new case was created by the 
conversion program that should have been linked to an existing CPS case).    

2. For merges, some caseworker discretion should be used to determine the “merge to” and “merge 
from”. By using the oldest case as the retained case, more historical information on stage composition will 
exist and will not need to be re-entered.    

3. In the same district:    
a. An open Family Services Stage (Child Welfare Services only) can be merged to a case with a closed 

Family Services Stage.    
b. Two open Family Services Stages cannot be merged; one must be closed (then it can be merged).    
c. Two FSS stages of different stage types can be merged (CWS, OTI, COI, ADVPO)    
4. In Different Districts:    
a. Two FSS stages of different stage types can be merged (CWS, OTI, COI, ADVPO)    
b. An open FSS stage and a closed FSS stage can be merged    
c. Two open FSS stages (each in separate local districts) can be merged to the same case.    
5. An open or closed Child Case Record (CCR-child freed for adoption) cannot be merged with any 

other stage.    
   

Results of a merge:    
1. The “Merge to” case number will be used.    
2. The “Merge to” case county (District) will be used.    
3. Stages in the “Merge from” case will become stages in the “Merge to” case.    
4. Individual stages merged to the case will keep their appropriate county (District) designation.    
5. All caseworkers with a role in the case will continue as before the merge.    
6. Open stages merging into a closed case will reopen the case. The case remains open until all stages 
are closed.    
7. All caseworkers in open stages will get alerts in CONNECTIONS notifying them that the cases were 
merged.    

 
    
   
8. Case searches for the “Merged from” case will return the “Merged to” case.    
   
What is the definition of a “Cross-County” case?   

 1. The family (caretaker and at least one child) received child welfare services in one county and has 
moved to another county and still requires services.  Can the case be transferred from the original 
county to the new county?     

 2. Some family members live in one county while others live in another county.  Child welfare services 
are concurrently provided in both counties.      

  
   

Transfers:   
 1. In Build 18, it is not possible to “transfer” a case by reassigning it to another county.    When a 

family moves from one county to another, the open stage (and WMS case) must be closed in the 
original county and a new CONNECTIONS case (and WMS case) is opened in the new county.     
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 2. The CID does NOT come forward from the original county.   It must be newly established in the 
new county, by performing a clearance and selecting the individual associated with the CIN.    

 3. To keep both cases under the same umbrella case number, the new county must open the FSI and 
enter the required data on the person demographics tab and then link one person who is at least 
18 years old to the original case by selecting the “Link this FSI Stage to Active or Closed Case 
Number” from the Stage Maintenance menu.   

  
   

Multi-County Involvement:   
 1. The Umbrella case concept can also apply when two counties are involved in serving the family 

concurrently.  For example, a child may be in foster care in one county, while mom is living in a 
different county and being provided preventive services for her children at home with her.  Each 
county can open its own FSI under the same CONNECTIONS case number.  If appropriate, one 
county can treat their involvement as an FSI/FSS “CWS” type while the other county can use an 
FSI with an Out of Town Inquiry (OTI) type using the same umbrella case number. (Please see 
Transfers, Number 3 for instructions on how to do this).   

 2. The LDSS Case Manager or LDSS Case Planner in one LDSS is allowed to assign workers in a 
different LDSS as Case Worker for the FSS Stage. When the staff search window is called from 
Family Services Assign window, it allows the LDSS Case Manger or Case Planner to search for 
workers in another LDSS and assign them with a role of Case Worker in the case.   

 3. There will be two separate WMS cases if each county has created a CWS FSS (under the same 
umbrella case number); each county’s FSS will be associated with the correct WMS case in the 
respective county.  Opening a WMS case in each county should only be done if the county 
without primary authority is providing a purchase of service (POS), for example, purchased 
preventive services for Dad.   

 4. The children in common can only be tracked (entry of PPG/Program Choice) in one county.     
 5. Please note that if a Case Worker  role   is assigned to a case in  an LDSS that does not have case 

management of the case, the worker can do any work in the FSS that a case worker role allows.   
  
   
Frequently Asked Questions:    
Question:    

I have a case with an adult (Dad) in common with another case, however the Moms are different 
(former wife, current girlfriend). Should I merge these cases?    

Answer:    
No. These are two different cases. Within CONNECTIONS, there is an “implied” relationship 
between the two cases because they share individual(s). Thus, if a CPS report is taken on Dad in the 
first case, the Case Manager in the second case will be notified (and vice versa). Do not confuse the 
umbrella case with an implied relationship.    

   
Question:    

Should I merge the services case with a case consisting only of an unfounded investigation?    
Answer:    

If the criteria are met (Caretaker in common), you should merge the case. The family history should 
remain together. If a new CPS report comes in involving the same subject and/or child the unfounded 
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reports will be easier to access by CPS staff. The existence of prior unfounded CPS reports is also 
related to one of the Risk Assessment elements.    

   
Question:    

I have a family who is requesting preventive services. This family had a prior CPS Investigation 
three years ago. Should I link the new FSI to the case?    

Answer:    
If the criteria are met (Caretaker in common), you should link the case at the FSI stage. Regardless of 
how long ago the CPS stages were opened or closed, the family history should remain together.   

     
Question:    

There are two open FSS stages with different case numbers in my county. What should I do?    
Answer:    

The most recent case should be merged to the older case.    
   
Question:    

The only case I can find for the new service stage was closed last year. Should I merge the services 
stage to a closed case?    

Answer:    
If the criteria are met (Caretaker in common), you should merge the case. The family history should 
remain together.    

   
Question:    

Why is it important to maintain the same case number when two different counties are serving the 
same family?    

Answer:    
Workers should have easy access to any other stages that may exist for a family either currently open 
or closed. Use of the same case number provides for a single electronic case record where all 
information about the family resides.    

   


